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ABSTRACT
KASCHA, KIRA Context-dependent memory effects for those with ADHD
symptomatology. Department of Psychology, June 2022.
ADVISOR: Daniel Burns
Research has revealed a context-dependent memory effect in which stimuli tested in the
same context that they were encoded in tend to be remembered better than stimuli tested in a
different context. The impairments of those with ADHD suggest that the restoration of context
may be less beneficial for these individuals. The present study examined context-dependent
memory effects among individuals with high and low ADHD symptomatology. It was expected
that those with higher ADHD symptomatology would benefit less from the restoration of context
compared to those with lower ADHD symptomatology. Participants were presented with a series
of words on colored backgrounds and later completed a recognition memory test where words
were presented on the same background or a new white background. The results revealed a
significant effect of context and a significantly higher number of false alarms for those with high
ADHD symptomatology. There was no interaction. While those with higher ADHD
symptomatology appeared to benefit less, this was not found to be significant.
Keywords: context-dependent memory, attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder,
background context
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Context-Dependent Memory Effects for Those with ADHD Symptomatology
Those with ADHD seem to struggle more with tasks of source memory according to the
research. Individuals with ADHD also have some other challenges that could impact memory
related to context such as working memory and inhibitory control. Therefore, it is possible that
individuals with ADHD don’t encode or retrieve the contextual information as effectively as
individuals without ADHD, and as a result, may not benefit as much from the restoration of
context in context dependent-memory tasks. In order to evaluate this possibility, the present
study tests individuals with varying levels of ADHD symptomatology in a context-dependent
memory task. To the best of my knowledge, context-dependent memory for those with ADHD or
ADHD symptomatology is not something that has been studied in previous research.
First, I will address the deficits that Individuals with a diagnosis of ADHD have been
found to have in areas that seem to support, or are related to, context-dependent memory
effects, such as working memory, inhibition, source memory, and frontal lobe functioning. Next, I
will describe what is known about context-dependent memory effects, with a focus on contextdependent memory effects related to background color context. Then, to explain why I have
chosen strongly associated colors to serve as background contexts, I will detail how color can
be important in task performance. Finally, I will outline the purpose of the study and the
expected results.
Research suggests that about 16 million Americans, including around 6 million children
and about 10 million adults, have attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) (Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention [CDC], 2021; Children and Adults with AttentionDeficit/Hyperactivity Disorder [CHADD], n.d.). Among children, an ADHD diagnosis is over twice
as common for males than for females (CDC, 2021). ADHD may be categorized as being either
inattentive type, hyperactive type, or combined type based on the challenges that the person is
experiencing. The inattentive type involves memory difficulties, challenges staying organized
and on track, carelessness, and difficulty staying focused. The hyperactive type involves a
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tendency to almost always be in motion, even when the task at hand requires the opposite
behavior, such as the completion of assignments for school or work. The hyperactive type also
includes impulsivity, which may lead to talking out of turn or doing things that may not be
acceptable behavior at the time. The combined type involves a relatively equivalent mixture of
symptoms from both of these forms of the disorder. In order to receive an ADHD diagnosis
based on DSM-5 standards, a sufficient number of symptoms must be apparent and cause
challenges in an area of the individual's life. For an adult, some of these difficulties must have
appeared in childhood prior to the age of 12. Additionally, the symptoms need to be experienced
in multiple environments. Comorbidity is common as anxiety, mood disorders, and learning
disabilities can be present along with ADHD (CDC, 2021; CHADD, n.d.). Conduct disorder or
oppositional defiant disorder may be present as well for youth with ADHD who have serious,
ongoing behavioral challenges (CDC, 2021).
ADHD can have a wide-ranging impact on the individuals diagnosed as well as those
around them. For just the United States, ADHD is thought to have a cost of over $30 billion each
year, including the direct costs of medical care as well as lost wages and productivity for
individuals with ADHD or their parents or other caregivers (CDC, 2021). Symptoms of ADHD
can also cause individuals to be in danger, either due to impulsive behavior or distractibility
leading to a loss of focus at a moment where that may have life or death consequences such as
when driving a car. Of course the symptoms that make up each type of ADHD can create
challenges in completing one’s day-to-day responsibilities at work or school. Therefore, it is
critical to fully understand the pattern of deficits that make up the disorder and how those
deficits may impact individuals’ lives so that they can be counteracted as much as possible to
prevent these types of negative outcomes.
Among the challenges experienced by those diagnosed with ADHD are struggles with
working memory (Willcutt et al., 2005). This is of note due to the relationships thought to exist
between context memory and working memory (Ruffman et al., 2001). Working memory
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performance seems to involve the use of contextual features in some cases, such as recalling
the order that items were shown or said in, in order to manipulate that information. Additionally,
in the measures of frontal lobe functioning that some researchers utilized to link frontal
operations to source memory skill, one of the tasks was a working memory digit span
assessment (Glisky et al., 2001). Therefore, source memory, which involves the remembering of
the “source” of learned information, such as knowledge of when or where the learning occurred,
and working memory appear to be linked as well. Due to this apparent connection, it is possible
that the memory effects that arise from restoration of context may also be associated with
working memory. If poor working memory is a reflection of frontal lobe deficits, those same
deficits would likely result in a lack of context-dependent effects for the individuals who possess
them, given that frontal deficits seem to be associated with deficient management or deficient
utilization of contextual information in tests of source memory (Glisky et al., 2001). The
correlation between working memory task scores and source memory scores also suggests the
possibility that working memory is one of the processes that supports memory for contextual
information and therefore may be implicated in the use of that information to experience
improved recognition when context is restored.
Similarly, inhibitory control seems to support memory involving contextual features
(Ruffman et al., 2001) and is another process that seems compromised in ADHD (Boonstra et
al., 2005; Willcutt et al., 2005). Inhibition is one of the areas that research has shown to be most
often altered in ADHD (Willcutt et al., 2005). For instance, it tends to be more challenging for
those who struggle with ADHD symptoms to successfully complete intentional forgetting
exercises, and this is thought to be because these tasks are reliant on inhibition to allow
participants to ignore the items that are no longer important (White & Marks, 2003). Struggles
with inhibition may be linked to a lack of contextual memory effects because it is proposed that
inhibition plays a role in remembering aspects of context (Ruffman et al., 2001). Ruffman et al.
point out that in order to accurately remember the context associated with an object, the
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tendencies toward a familiar seeming response have to be inhibited. In situations where
participants were required to recall or recognize the original presentation context, the prevention
of false alarms was associated with stronger inhibitory control. Therefore, in a contextdependent memory task, those with ADHD symptomatology may be more likely to wrongly
identify a new word presented in a context used during study as one of the words.
Offering evidence that those with ADHD symptomatology may experience contextdependent memory effects differently, memory for sources can be challenging for this
population (Fuermaier et al., 2013). Those with ADHD have unusually low activity in frontal brain
areas (Dickstein et al., 2006), so these source memory issues are understandable based on
previous research that has linked decreased frontal functioning with decreased success in
source discrimination (Craik et al., 1990; Glisky et al., 1995; Glisky et al., 2001). In these
studies, participants completed assessments meant to evaluate skills that reflect their frontal
lobes’ performance such as the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test, the backward digit span task, and
a verbal fluency task. Their source memory abilities were also evaluated. In one study, this
consisted of distinguishing where they had read or heard each fact, during the course of the
study or elsewhere (Craik et al., 1990), and in other research, experimenters focused on the
ability to determine which speaker had previously said each sentence (Glisky et al., 1995; Glisky
et al., 2001). Greater success in these source memory tasks corresponded with increased
frontal functioning according to the researchers’ assessments.
While these results were found among elderly participants who had age-related frontal
issues, individuals with ADHD would also be expected to have lower frontal functioning than
control participants (Dickstein et al., 2006) and perhaps this is why source memory tasks have
seemed to be especially challenging for them. In two similar studies addressing potential source
memory difficulties in this population, the source was made up of the placement of the word on
the computer display and the font color of the word shown (Fuermaier et al., 2013; Butzbach et
al., 2019), similar to many of the context-dependent memory studies that I will later discuss
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(Bayen et al., 2000; Hockley, 2008; Murnane & Phelps, 1994). Using this type of source
manipulation, unmedicated ADHD-diagnosed participants did not accurately identify as many of
the sources in a source memory task compared to controls (Butzbach et al., 2019; Fuermaier et
al., 2013). One study intentionally excluded medicated participants (Fuermaier et al., 2013)
while the other found this result only among those participants who reported no ADHD related
medication use (Butzbach et al., 2019). Source memory tasks call for participants to remember
the context that a certain item was presented in (Fuermaier et al., 2013). This differs from a
context-dependent memory effect, which, depending on whether the study context was restored
at test, involves varying levels of success in remembering the item (Murnane & Phelps, 1994).
While source memory tasks do not assess the identical concept as context-dependent memory
tasks, it would be reasonable to anticipate that participants who struggle with source memory
may not benefit as much from the restoration of that source. Researchers focused on source
memory propose that connecting the context to the word or image it’s paired with during
encoding could be more difficult for those participants with decreased frontal functioning (Glisky
et al., 2001). Therefore, those with ADHD may struggle to link the context and stimulus during
encoding because neuroscientific research illustrates similar reductions in frontal functioning in
this population (Dickstein et al, 2006). If the context and stimulus are not properly connected in
memory, one would not expect the restoration of the study context to provide an advantage to
these participants the way that it would for controls. As a result, context-dependent memory
effects may not be present among those with high ADHD symptomatology.
When one’s ability to remember something varies based on whether or not the context
from studying or learning is restored at the time that they are called upon to remember, a
context-dependent memory effect is happening (Murnane & Phelps, 1994). In a more naturally
occurring scenario, an example of this would be if an individual can no longer remember that
they went to get something like a pen from their bedroom when they get there, but they have an
easier time recalling what they were going to get when they go back to the place where they
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were when they determined that they would need that object (Markopoulos, 2016). The context,
which is the environmental setting in this case, helps in the experience of remembering
(Markopoulos, 2016). In a laboratory setting, this may entail a similar switching of rooms by
requiring participants in the experimental group to study in one room and take a subsequent test
in another (Markopoulos, 2016, Smith & Vela, 2001). Researchers have investigated this
phenomenon by changing many other aspects of the environment as well. Despite some null
results, Smith and Vela (2001) report that remembering learned information is assisted by the
restoration of context, and this is true for both recognition and recall forms of testing.
Additionally, research has demonstrated that it is possible to reveal an effect of context even
when the time between study and test is short, and this has been true in both types of testing as
well (Dulsky, 1935; Murnane & Phelps, 1994; Sakai, 2010). Short distractor tasks, from around
5 min or even as small as 30s, between the learning and recall or recognition phases have been
sufficient to illustrate the effects of context on participant responses (Dulsky, 1935; Murnane &
Phelps, 1994; Sakai, 2010), though greater time between the two phases is particularly likely to
reveal an effect (Smith & Vela, 2001).
Background color is one context that has been effectively manipulated in a number of
studies (Bayen et al., 2000; Dulsky, 1935; Hockley, 2008; Murnane & Phelps, 1994; Sakai et al.,
2010; Weiss & Margolius, 1954). Early studies by Dulsky (1935) and Weiss and Margolius
(1954) found that memory performance was influenced by whether the background colors of the
flashcards on which nonsense syllables were typed were maintained from study to test. In trials
where the colors of the cards were not altered between study and test, participants successfully
remembered a greater amount of the nonsense syllables that they had practiced. It also took
participants fewer attempts going through the flashcards to remember all the syllables perfectly
in the condition where the background color of each card for the study phase was identical to
the color used for the recall phase. For both studies, in some of the conditions tested, only one
syllable pair was assigned to each background color context during the study phase. This
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resulted in a strong effect on performance of maintained background compared to when the
cards were presented in gray instead (Dulsky, 1935; Weiss & Margolius, 1954).
In more recent years, a similar pattern of results has been obtained utilizing computers
to complete the experiment, with background color alterations on the display (Bayen et al.,
2000; Hockley, 2008; Murnane & Phelps, 1994; Sakai et al., 2010). Real words were used as
stimuli and recognition was a common method of testing used in computer-based studies where
the background and font color as well as the placement of the stimulus made up the context
(Bayen et al., 2000; Hockley, 2008, Murnane & Phelps, 1994). In both free recall and
recognition-based testing, participants experienced the greatest success in instances where the
test phase context was not altered in any way from the colored background used during the
study phase (Bayen et al., 2000; Hockley, 2008; Murnane & Phelps, 1994; Sakai et al., 2010).
For instance, participants in one study were asked to learn pairs of nouns that were displayed
with background and font color, and placement of stimuli (corner in which the word appeared)
as their contexts (Hockley, 2008). As would be expected due to context-dependent memory
effects, words that were paired with the learning context again at test were more likely to be
recognized as words that were from the study phase. This result was also found in a study in
which only the background had been altered (Sakai et al., 2010). This study instructed
participants to come up with as many of the study words as they could in a free recall test where
the color of the screen at the time served as the test context – participants remembered more of
the words whose background was not modified between learning and test, revealing an
influence of context on memory performance. However, in the condition where the background
color switched back and forth between the two options this effect was not apparent.
Performance was better only for the condition in which the backgrounds displayed during the
study phase were unpredictably ordered.
Some potential insight into the relationship between context-dependent memory and
ADHD symptomatology may be drawn from a study in which participants over 50 were
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compared to those participants younger in age (Bayen et al., 2000). Like a number of other
researchers in this area of study, the experimenters manipulated the colors of the background
and the font, as well as the position of the words on the screen. Nouns were shown during the
learning phase and during the test phase participants indicated for each word whether it was
one that they had seen in the learning portion of the experiment. The results for the college
students that participated, who were in their late teens to early twenties, were compared to the
results for those in their late fifties to early eighties. The hit rate, or how well participants
correctly recognized the words that they had studied, was influenced by context in the group of
undergraduate students only. The false alarm rate of both groups was impacted by the change
in context. In another experiment, the context was made up of drawings of different settings,
and the researchers tested the two age groups for recognition of words displayed on those
backgrounds. In this instance, the hit rates for both groups of participants were influenced by a
change in context, though the results also reflected that older participants struggled to link the
words to their context in memory. It is suggested that this challenge may be the reason that
struggles with source memory have also been revealed for this older group, which has been
evident in numerous studies (Craik et al., 1990; Glisky et al., 1995; Glisky et al., 2001). Because
both source memory and environmental context effects involve making use of context, it would
be reasonable that a group who struggles with source memory would benefit less from context
as well. Therefore, considering source memory difficulties are evident for those with an ADHD
diagnosis (Fuermaier et al., 2013), perhaps those individuals with high ADHD symptomatology
would experience similar challenges in binding in memory or would face other challenges in
making use of the context. They, like the older individuals, may not be as likely as controls to
experience benefits from the restoration of context during the test phase. As a result, in an
experiment involving a background color context, they may struggle to correctly identify as many
of the studied items as “old” just as the older participants in this study did.
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While in many studies evaluating context-dependent memory using color the specific
color or colors chosen is relatively insignificant, how related a color context is to the stimuli can
also be an influential factor in producing large context effects. How strongly an item and its color
are linked is known as color diagnosticity (Tanaka & Presnell; 1999). Broccoli, grass, and
spinach are some items whose diagnostic color is green. However, book, house, and hat do not
qualify as diagnostically green items because they can come in many colors and are not so
strongly linked to any particular one. Color diagnosticity can be an important feature that guides
the accurate identification of items we encounter and assists in directing attention and memory
(Boucart et al., 2008; Foerster & Schneider, 2018; Rappaport et al., 2013; Therriault et al., 2009,
Wichmann et al., 2002; Zhou et al., 2021). For example, typically colored photos of items were
revealed to be identified more rapidly compared to those photos shown only in shades of gray
(Therriault et al., 2009). Additionally, items shown in colors that would be atypical for that item
were identified the slowest. Abnormal coloration provided a disadvantage to identifying the item.
The assistance that color provides in the identification of many items is particularly vital
to those who have impaired vision (Boucart et al., 2008). Individuals in one study were required
to classify images as a face, an animal, or a distractor image of another type of item. Those
experiencing vision loss had greater success in classifying the images when they were in color,
and when the items were shown in color, these individuals were able to sort them into the
correct category more rapidly. Though this study did not take color diagnosticity into account, it
is likely that diagnostic color would be even more beneficial to participants with vision loss
based on other research results (Therriault et al., 2009). It’s also possible that a number of the
images were shown in a diagnostic color (or combination of colors) when they were shown in
color even though this was not intentionally done (Boucart et al., 2008). Many animals usually
have standard patterns of coloration that are associated with them so they may have been
easier to identify as a result. For example, one of the images shown was of a tiger, which has a
pattern of colors that people are familiar with.
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Besides being valuable in object identification, color diagnosticity affects attentional
processes. This is true for tasks involving a search for a particular object where attention is
quickly directed to the item if it is displayed in the expected color. In one study, when tasked
with finding an image of a piece of corn in an array of other fruits and vegetables, the corn was
shown in its standard yellow or in purple or orange (Rappaport et al., 2013). In other trials, the
vegetable to find was a red pepper which would be presented in purple on trials where the color
was not supposed to be strongly linked with the item. Both the target vegetables and the rest of
the vegetables and fruits shown were strongly related to certain colors. Participants were able to
find the target vegetable much more quickly when it was displayed in the color that they would
be most likely to connect to it.
Attention has also been shown to be influenced by the presence of a color that the
viewer has grown to associate with the object. Researchers had participants view a target item
in a particular color (Foerster & Schneider, 2018). Then participants were shown two items, the
object that had just been shown and a new one, and their task was to move their eyes to the
item that they had been shown initially. In some trials, the researchers presented the distractor
item in the color that the target item was originally presented in. There were also trials where the
target item was the color that it was first shown in. The associations between item and color
were simply a creation of the experimenters, and the color did not always lead participants to
the correct answer, but it still impacted where their attention was drawn. Participants directed
their eyes to the target more quickly in instances where its color corresponded to the initial color
that it was shown in, and they were more likely to glance at the distractor before directing their
eyes to the correct object in the trials in which the distractor color corresponded to the initial
target color. Therefore, performance can even be influenced by experimenter-assigned
diagnostic colors in an immediate test scenario.
Memory is also significantly impacted by the color of the stimuli and how well it seems to
be suited to the items shown (Wichmann et al., 2002; Zhou et al., 2021). In one study,
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participants had greater success in recognizing photographs of the outdoors as “old” when they
were displayed in color, and this was found to be true for their normal colorations in particular
(Wichmann et al., 2002). When the colors utilized were abnormal for the setting depicted, the
ability of participants to recognize these photos and those shown in black and white was
comparable. In other words, the assistance to memory provided by color only existed when the
colors made sense for the items displayed. Single objects and words also see this benefit to
recognition memory when these items are displayed in a closely linked color (Zhou et al., 2021).
Items displayed in a strongly linked color during the decision phase of the experiment were
more often correctly recognized as being from that stage when participants were later tested. An
additional experiment by these researchers with words as the stimuli to be studied found that
words printed on screen in a linked color were more often correctly recognized as having been
seen previously in the course of the experiment. Although neither of these studies assessed
context-dependent memory, it is reasonable to believe that in that type of experiment, words
and items would also be more likely to be remembered if they were displayed in a standard
color for that item. Combining that likelihood with the results from previous research of context
effects (Bayen et al., 2000; Dulsky et al., 1935; Hockley, 2008; Murnane & Phelps, 1994; Sakai
et al., 2010; Weiss and Margolius, 1954) suggests that the items that have the strongest chance
of being remembered are those shown in a strongly linked color during both study and test. Due
to this, the present study displayed words with background colors that they would be most
associated with (for instance, broccoli on a green background) in the study phase and this was
the context restored for words that were presented on the same background in the test phase.
The purpose of the present study was to evaluate context-dependent memory effects in
individuals with ADHD symptomatology. Though memory for presentation sources among
participants with ADHD has been addressed in previous research, to the best of my knowledge,
this is the first study to address context in the form of context-dependent memory effects,
specifically among populations with low and high levels of ADHD symptomatology. Based on
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previous research highlighting source memory challenges among people who have ADHD, as
well as problems successfully engaging in other processes that seem to be implicated in this
type of memory (Fuermaier et al., 2013; Willcutt et al., 2005; Dickstein et al., 2006), it was
expected that participants with high ADHD symptomatology would either not see an advantage
in item memory due to restoration of the study context, or that the advantage would be smaller
than that found for control participants. While control participants were expected to recognize
more of the items that were presented with the context they were linked to during the study
phase, participants with high ADHD symptomatology were expected to perform similarly in both
the same and different context conditions at test.
Method
Participants
Participants were recruited from Amazon’s MTURK online subject pool. There were 104
participants who began the study, however, 24 were excluded because they did not finish.
Another nine participants were excluded for failing to get at least 50% of the items on the
distractor task correct (explained below). This was done because it was thought that those
participants who did that poorly on the distractor task weren’t attempting to do their best in their
completion of the study. The decision to exclude these participants was made prior to data
analysis. This left a final total of 71 participants, 44 male and 27 female, with a mean age of
37.03 years old. Participants who were ultimately sorted into the high ADHD symptomatology
group had a mean age of 31.71 years old, and those who were ultimately sorted into the low
ADHD symptomatology group had a mean age of 41.92 years old. All participants who took part
in the experiment were paid for their time. Participants were all presented with the same stimuli
during learning.
Materials
Thirty-two words were presented during the study phase. The words were selected
because each was associated with one of the colors used as a context. An additional 32 words
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were presented at test as distractors and all distractor words were also strongly associated with
a color used as a context. The list words and distractor items are listed in the Appendix. Study
and test words were presented in black 60-point Calabri Light font. Background color served as
the context for this experiment. Red, orange, yellow, green, blue, pink, brown, and gray were
used as contexts. Each context was used for four words during the study phase. Previous
research has demonstrated that the more unique the context is to the word presented, the
stronger the effect of context on memory performance (Dulsky, 1934; Weiss & Margolius, 1954).
The different context used at time of test was black font on a white background. Participants
used their own computers to complete the experiment.
The Adult ADHD Self-Report Scale (ASRS) was given to all participants. The 18
questions that make up the scale correspond to DSM-IV indicators and requirements for a
diagnosis of attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (Kessler et al., 2005). Participants indicate
how often they struggle with each of the ADHD related challenges with options ranging from
“never” to “very often” (Adler et al., 2018). One of the ways to score this self-report
questionnaire is by assigning “never” to a value of 0, with each frequency worth an additional
point leading to a maximum of 4 for “very often” (Kessler et al., 2005; The World Health
Organization, 2005). This results in a maximum of 72 and this is the method that I chose to use
to analyze the data. There is evidence of both test-retest and internal reliability for the full, 18
question version of the ASRS, with an 0.86 test-retest correlation found (Matza et al., 2011) and
Cronbach’s alpha ranging from 0.75 to 0.89 for the questions in this scale (Taylor et al., 2011).
Validity data suggest that, using the method of scoring described above, a cutoff between 30
and 35 would lead to correctly diagnosing participants with ADHD or not 80 to 88% of the time
(Brevik et al., 2020).
Procedure
Participants remotely completed the study at their own convenience (they did not go to a
lab for any phase of the experiment). Upon agreeing to participate, they were directed to the
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experiment in Qualtrics. All instructions were presented on the screen for the participants to
read. They were first told to study the words that were about to be presented to them and to do
their best to remember each word without writing them down while studying them. Words were
presented individually on the screen and were displayed for 4s before the screen moved on to
the next word automatically. The order of stimulus presentation was randomized but the order
was the same for all participants.
After all of the words had been presented, the screen proceeded to display four
questions and four boxes in which participants were instructed to write their responses.
Participants were given a string of 65 letters in each question and asked to respond with the
number of a particular letter that was present in that string. Each question asked participants to
focus on a different letter. For example, the first question asked participants to count the number
of Xs in a series of letters, while the second question asked them to record the number of Os.
After participants clicked to move on, instructions were presented for the recognition
test. Participants clicked to start the test when they had finished reading these directions. The
recognition test presented one word at a time, either in the same context that it was presented
in during the study phase or in a different context, which was the new white background context.
Participants were given one of two versions of the recognition test. Each previously shown word
was assigned to be presented along with the same context used during the study phase in one
version of the test and with the new context in the other version of the test such that each test
had half of the words displayed in the same context and half of the words in a new context. This
also ensured that each word was presented once in each type of context across the two test
versions. Each of the 32 distractor words that were shown to participants only at test were
presented in either one of the previously used colored contexts or the new white context, with a
random half presented in each. For those presented with a colored context, there was an equal
number of distractor words assigned to each color. The context assigned to each distractor
word was the same in both versions of the test. Participants indicated their judgment on whether
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or not they had studied the word by clicking “old” or “new.” The presentation order for the
recognition test was random, but this random order was the same for both versions of the test.
After indicating their response for the final word of the recognition test, participants
completed the ASRS and then moved on to the next screen where they were presented with a
demographic questionnaire which included questions on age, gender, and ethnicity. Participants
were asked to indicate any psychological diagnoses including ADHD. Participants were also
asked to indicate whether they were on any medications commonly used to treat ADHD,
because other studies have found that these medications improve performance on memory
tasks, and may therefore hide an effect of context if this is not accounted for. Once participants
clicked to submit these responses, they were provided with a written debriefing of the purpose
of the study.
Results
Participants were divided into low and high ADHD symptomatology groups by doing a
median split on the data. The median value for ADHD symptomatology on a scale of 72 was
32.00. Participants with scores from 0 to 32.00 were assigned to the low ADHD group and
participants with scores greater than 32.00 were assigned to the high ADHD group. The low
ADHD symptomatology group contained 37 participants and the high ADHD symptomatology
group contained 34 participants due to this split. A score between 30 and 35 on the scale is able
to distinguish whether an ADHD diagnosis is appropriate 80% to 88% of the time, so a cutoff of
32.00 should be effective (Brevik et al., 2020).
The mean hits for each context by ADHD symptomatology level condition are presented
in Figure 1. As can be seen, participants with lower ADHD symptomatology recognized more of
the words that they had studied (hits) compared to those with higher ADHD symptomatology in
both context conditions. Both groups recognized more of the studied words when the
background context was kept the same (color for study and test) than when it was changed
(color for study, white for test).
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A 2 (background context: same or different) x 2 (participant ADHD symptomatology
level: low or high) mixed-factor analysis of variance (ANOVA) performed on the mean hit scores
revealed that the main effect of context was significant (F(1, 69) = 8.66, p = .004, ηp2 = .11). The
main effect of ADHD symptomatology level approached significance (F(1, 69) = 3.25, p = .076,
ηp2 = .05) and there was no significant interaction (F(1, 69) = 2.27, p = .136, ηp2 = .03). These
results demonstrate that individuals lower in ADHD symptomatology have more hits (more often
correctly recognize a word as having been studied) compared to those with low ADHD
symptomatology.
The mean false alarms for each context by ADHD symptomatology level are presented
in Figure 2. As can be seen, participants with higher ADHD symptomatology incorrectly
identified a new word as a word that they had previously studied (false alarm) more often than
participants with lower ADHD symptomatology in both the same and different context
conditions. Additionally, both the low and high ADHD symptomatology groups had greater false
alarms in the same context condition compared to the different context condition.
A 2 (background context: same or different) x 2 (participant ADHD symptomatology
level: low or high) mixed-factor analysis of variance (ANOVA) performed on the mean false
alarm scores revealed a significant main effect of both context (F(1, 69) = 7.34, p = .009, ηp2 =
.10) and ADHD symptomatology level (F(1, 69) = 8.15, p = .006, ηp2 = .11). There was no
significant interaction (F(1, 69) = .11, p = .742, ηp2 = .00). These results demonstrate that those
with high ADHD symptomatology make more false alarms (incorrectly recognize new words as
having been shown previously) compared to those with low ADHD symptomatology.
Discussion
The purpose of the present study was to evaluate how individuals with high ADHD
symptomatology experience context-dependent memory effects compared to individuals with
low ADHD symptomatology. It was anticipated that those with more ADHD symptomatology
would experience either no context effects or would benefit from the restoration of context to a
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lesser degree compared to those with less ADHD symptomatology due to the deficits
associated with ADHD (Dickstein et al., 2006; Fuermaier et al., 2013; Willcutt et al., 2005). It
was also expected that those with low ADHD symptomatology would remember more of the
words that were presented with the same context at study and test compared to words
presented in a different context at test. This would be due to the context-dependent memory
effect that has been illustrated in previous studies (Bayen et al., 2000; Dulsky, 1935; Hockley,
2008; Murnane & Phelps, 1994; Sakai et al., 2010; Weiss & Margolius, 1954). While the data
revealed that individuals in the low ADHD symptomatology group did perform better when the
context was not changed, this was also true for those with high ADHD symptomatology, and no
interaction was found that would suggest that those with high ADHD symptomatology benefited
less from this restoration of context. Those with high ADHD symptomatology did tend to perform
worse, though the main effect of ADHD symptomatology group did not quite reach significance
for hits. This result may reflect that those with greater ADHD symptomatology don’t attend to
any of the stimuli as well as those with lower symptomatology. In other words, this result could
be explained by a general attentional deficit rather than an issue with context in particular, which
would require an interaction to have been found.
False alarms were more common for those with higher ADHD symptomatology, as
would be expected based on research that has linked ADHD with lower inhibition (Boonstra et
al., 2005; Willcutt et al., 2005) as well as research that has linked lower inhibition to increased
false alarms (Ruffman et al., 2001). False alarms were also more common when the
background of the new word was one of the old backgrounds from the study phase, which
replicates the findings of previous research (Murnane & Phelps, 1994).
Though some researchers have struggled to demonstrate context-dependent memory
effects or have only found small effect sizes (Bayen et al., 2000; Smith & Vela, 2001; Murre,
2021), this study revealed a relatively strong effect of context on both hits and false alarms. This
is likely due to how few words were assigned to each context. Many context-dependent memory
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studies involve a single change for all of the words (such as changing the room between study
and test or having a single presentation color of the background) or have few contexts divided
among many stimuli (Bayen et al., 2000; Markopoulos, 2016; Murnane & Phelps, 1994; Smith &
Vela, 2001). On the other hand, studies in which only one stimulus was assigned to each
context used have been successful at finding strong context effects, and, like the present study,
this was true for background color contexts (Dulsky, 1935; Weiss & Margolius, 1954). In the
present study, the aim was to use few words with each context because the more unique the
context is to the item, the better it seems to be remembered based on these previous studies.
This endeavor was successful in producing a context-dependent memory effect. Using a color
for the background context that is strongly associated with the stimulus presented was also
likely advantageous in revealing an effect of context. Previous research has demonstrated that
stimuli displayed in a closely linked color tend to be more often correctly recognized (Wichmann
et al., 2002; Zhou et al., 2021). Therefore, it is possible that the closely linked background colors
were especially beneficial to participants’ recognition in cases where that background was
restored, resulting in a larger context effect.
It was unexpected that participants who reported higher ADHD symptomatology were
affected similarly by context restoration compared to those with lower ADHD symptomatology,
though there are a number of reasons why this may be true. It may simply be that only
individuals with diagnosed ADHD would benefit less from the restoration of context compared to
controls. Only one participant reported having received an ADHD diagnosis. Although
participants had high symptomatology according to the self-reports, a diagnosis from a trained
clinician would be more precise and may also involve talking to friends, family members, or
coworkers to get a more accurate view of each individual’s functioning (Butzbach et al., 2019).
While the self-report results of some participants suggested a potential diagnosis of ADHD, it is
possible that there was only that single individual who participated in the study who would
ultimately receive an ADHD diagnosis. The self-report would not have been 100% accurate at
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sorting only individuals who would truly have ADHD into a high symptomatology group and only
those who don’t actually have ADHD into a lower group because there is not perfect overlap in
the scores of the ADHD Self-Report Scale and clinician diagnosed ADHD (Kessler et al., 2005).
Due to this, differentiating people into groups of diagnosed and undiagnosed ADHD could
produce different results than those found by differentiating participants using a median split, as
was done here. Much of the research addressing source memory and other related areas of
functioning looks at participants who have been diagnosed with ADHD and the researchers
often bring in a clinician to confirm those diagnoses as well (Butzbach et al., 2019; Fuermaier et
al., 2013). This could be why the source memory research that my hypothesis was based on led
me to a different conclusion than what was actually revealed in the present study. It is possible
that individuals diagnosed with ADHD would experience context effects differently even though
those with high ADHD symptomatology did not, especially because the results for those with
ADHD symptomatology trend in the expected direction.
A greater number of participants would also likely be required in order to evaluate
context-dependent memory effects in this manner. It was estimated that 128 participants would
be required to achieve adequate statistical power (to detect a medium-sized effect 80% of the
time) in the present study. Only 71 participants had results that were suitable for analysis after
excluding those who did not finish and those who performed especially poorly on the distractor
task. Therefore, more participants may be needed to reveal an interaction between context and
ADHD symptomatology group if an interaction was truly present.
Additionally, It is possible that participants wrote the words down as they were presented
even though they were asked not to and that could have influenced the results. Perhaps those
with higher or lower ADHD symptomatology were more likely to cheat and write the words
down, which would impact the results. It would likely be beneficial to run a similar study that
requires participants to come into the lab so that the experimenter could watch and prevent
cheating at the task. Completing the study in the presence of an experimenter would also likely
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encourage participants to take the study more seriously and go through the study at an
appropriate pace instead of rushing to choose answers and get it done, as may have been the
case with our MTURK participants.
Another potential issue that could hide an effect is the difference in ages between the
two ADHD groups. The high ADHD group was younger in age compared to the low ADHD
group. The mean ages of the ADHD groups were about 10 years apart, which was a significant
difference (t(69) = 4.26, p < .001). Research has shown that older individuals benefit less from
the restoration of context (Bayen et al., 2000). Based on this, perhaps those with higher ADHD
symptomatology did not benefit significantly less because those in the low ADHD group may not
have benefited as much as expected due to age. Though the mean age of the low ADHD group
is not nearly as large as the mean age of the “old” group in the Bayen et al. study, it’s possible
that because the low ADHD group skewed older, it may have influenced the results of the two
ADHD groups just enough to hide the results that were expected. It’s also possible that the
difference in age could relate to another difference between the groups that would change the
results.
Finally, the performance of the ADHD groups may rightly be similar for a recognitionbased test, contrary to what was hypothesized, but that performance may have differed if
participants were instead given a recall task. Source memory research has revealed that those
with ADHD struggle with identifying the presentation context at the time of test, and these
source memory tasks have been dependent on recall (Butzbach et al., 2019; Fuermaier et al.,
2013). The expectation that those with high ADHD symptomatology would experience contextdependent memory effects differently was based on this deficit in source memory. However, the
present study tested participants’ recognition memory. It’s possible that those with higher ADHD
symptomatology would be less likely to benefit from context when responding to questions
requiring recall rather than recognition. There may be something about a recognition test that
facilitates the use of context for those with higher ADHD symptomatology while they may be
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less likely to use that context in a recall situation, which is more similar to what is asked of
participants in a source memory task. For instance, participants may not rely as much on
context to aid memory in recognition testing because more information to help the participant
remember what they need to is given for recognition (Smith & Vela, 2001).
Certainly the finding of a context-dependent memory effect has implications for learning
and education. Though it is unlikely that individuals will be given their tests in color in an
educational setting, individuals can give themselves practice tests in this manner as a way to
help them study. It is also valuable to know that it seems that if fewer items are associated with
a context, the effect is stronger. Again, in an individual’s own studying, they can assign a few
items to each color using flashcards or other mediums. This would be especially useful for
learning a foreign language because, like in the present study, individuals could associate the
color to the word to be remembered as well. While the color wouldn’t be reinstated in an actual
test scenario in a school setting, the reinstatement during the process of studying could allow
individuals to memorize the material more quickly. They could use the color when they are
testing themselves at home as part of their studying, which will assist them in learning the
material more easily. For example, Dulsky (1935) and Weiss and Margolius (1954) found that
fewer attempts going through their flashcards were needed to remember the items when the
context was reinstated during recall. If individuals used this technique in testing themselves,
they would likely also require less reviewing of their flashcards before being able to recall what
is on them, allowing them to study more effectively.
The finding that those with higher ADHD symptomatology struggle more with memory
tasks, which was evident in this study, is also useful in knowing how to help those with ADHD
succeed in educational settings where memorization is critical. Again, while the use of color in a
test is less likely in a school setting, the finding that participants with higher symptomatology
were especially vulnerable to false alarms may be important in other ways. In an educational
setting they may also be liable to trip up in this way when answering multiple choice questions
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whose answers seem familiar but are ultimately incorrect. Knowing that those with greater
attentional challenges struggle with false alarms can help teachers and students themselves by
first guiding them to an area that needs practice and subsequently working to build the skill to
avoid the familiar options.
While in the present study, the number of hits for those with higher ADHD
symptomatology was not significant, there was a tendency for those with higher ADHD
symptomatology to perform worse on the memory task. This suggests, as previous research
has (Butzbach et al., 2019; Willcutt et al., 2005), that those with attentional deficits or ADHD will
need additional support in an academic setting, which requires at least some level of
memorization for success. Educators, parents, and students will need to seek out techniques
and tactics that will benefit performance and help students to succeed.
ADHD and other attentional deficits may impact encoding or retrieval of contextual
information. ADHD is marked by some deficits in memory (Willcutt et al., 2005), and so a
potential difference in how context is utilized in memory is certainly also possible. Source
memory research has indicated that those with attentional challenges like ADHD may process
environmental context differently from those that don’t struggle with attention, and that they may
have more trouble recalling that context later (Fuermaier et al., 2013). If the results of the
present study are supported with further research, and those with ADHD symptomatology do
experience context effects similarly to those without attentional challenges, it may indicate that
retrieval is the issue in their difficulty recalling environmental context. If those with ADHD are
able to use the context to benefit them in the same way as those without ADHD, then it is
reasonable to assume that the contextual information was encoded. However, it is possible that
the benefit from the restoration of context occurs at a more unconscious level, and therefore, it
may still be challenging for these individuals to recall the context when asked. Certainly, more
research is needed to evaluate this possibility and gain more insight into how those with ADHD
process environmental context.
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Figure 1
Mean Hits as a Function of Context and ADHD Symptomatology Level, Error Bars = 95%
Confidence Intervals.
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Figure 2
Mean False Alarms as a Function of Context and ADHD Symptomatology Level, Error Bars =
95% Confidence Intervals.
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Appendix
List Words and Distractor Words
List words:
flamingo

lobster

fire

barn

blood

glacier

ocean

chocolate

basketball

turtle

cheetos

brain

fork

mustard

mud

fox

salmon

koala

veins

broccoli

sapphire

banana

ladybug

smoke

violin

shrimp

grass

tractor

sun

elephant

pinecone

lemon

Distractor Words:
cactus

sky

worm

lime

corn

watermelon

frog

chick

cement

pickle

taxi

rhinoceros

brick

dandelion

nickel

cardinal

orangutan

wrench

tomato

carrot

cardboard

cherry

goldfish

football

jeans

pumpkin

deer

whale

piglet

moose

denim

tongue

